LASER HAIR
RESTORATION THERAPY

REGROW YOUR

OWN HAIR

What is Laser hair restoration therapy?
Laser Hair Therapy is a non-chemical, noninvasive treatment that is being commonly used for the treatment of
hair loss. Low level laser therapy is delivered by a device that contains panels of lasers that shine on the scalp.
It is high end laser hair loss treatment system, based on 650nm and 670nm low level diode laser.
Applications for both men and women:
1. Hair re-growth

7. Damaged or broken hair

2. Hair care therapy

8. Alopecia aureate

3. Hair analysis

9. Traction Alopecia

4. Male pattern baldness (Androgenic Alopecia)
5. Female pattern baldness (female-pattern alopecia)

How does the non-surgical diode laser system work?
In 1964, Professor Alma, diode laser Andre Master discovered that diode laser of laser hair growth
therapy (also called low-level laser) can penetrates the surface of the skin with no heating effect, no damage
to the skin and no known negative side effects to accelerate Alma lasers diode laser hair growth and
thickening of hair in the treated areas.
Visible and monochromatic laser Alma lasers diode laser in mid-600nm range includes a temporary
Increase a temporary increase in skin blood flow with radiant exposures between 0.12 and 0.36 J/cm2.
This increase in blood flow is crucial to Alma lasers diode laser promoting a healthy hair follicle. It brings
The important nutrients into the follicle, like ATP, while taking away harmful waste products such as DHT.
ATP increases cellular metabolism Alma lasers diode laser and cellular activity. The hair follicle now has
the building blocks and Alma lasers diode laser energy to transform from a weak follicle to one that is
healthy and capable of producing beautiful, thick and healthy hair.

Technology.
Hair Re-growth Rejuvenation Fast Restoring Bald Head Natural Laser Hair Growth Machine
European studies have shown that Low level laser therapy stops hair loss in 85% of cases and stimulates new
hair growth in 55% of cases. The therapeutic light energy is absorbed by the cells and the process of cell repair
begins, it stimulates the production of energy at the cellular level, therefore, improving cell function. Low Level
Lasers are referred to as "cold" lasers because they do not release energy in the form of heat. The light
wavelength emitted from a low level laser actually will repair tissues that have impaired cellular metabolism by
stimulating blood circulation, encouraging regeneration of normal healthy tissues.
The system integrates 4 pieces of diode laser panel, with totally 400 high quality laser diodes, to emit powerful
low level laser for hair loss therapy. What’s more it integrates micro-current therapy function as assisted
treatment.

